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(Verse)
It's 3 A.M. but I just can't sleep
I've got the radio on but it's playing our song on repeat
And I want so bad to believe that it's fate 
That I still won't pack my bags and leave
My heart is heavy and my legs are weak
I want to tell you but my lips won't speak these words
That act so desperately standby to make things work

(Pre Chorus)
Stay with me, we can be, happily happy for a long time
I can be the boy you need, the boy who treats you right
(It's about time)

(Chorus)

I could drive all night 
With the love of my life on the passengers side
We could say goodbye 
And promise not to look back despite the pain on my
insides
If we leave tonight
We can run from the past and settle down in a new life
If you try to believe in me, we could be living so happily

(Verse)
We could have it all, I'll buy the whole damn flower
shop
We'll live our lives with all we've got
Cause I would kill to brush those lips with one last kiss
So tell me once, 
Yeah tell me twice
I'll never stop until your heart is mine

(Pre Chorus)
Stay with me, we can be, happily happy for a long time

I can be the boy you need, the boy who treats you right
(It's about time)

(Chorus)
I could drive all night 
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With the love of my life on the passengers side
We could say goodbye 
And promise not to look back despite the pain on my
insides
If we leave tonight
We can run from the past and settle down in a new life
If you try to believe in me, we could be living so happily

(Bridge)
Drive all night
Drive all night
Drive all night (We can't take back our words)
Drive all night (But we can fix what hurts)
Drive all night (There is no turning back)
Drive all night (We can make this work)
Drive all night (We can't take back our words)
Drive all night (But we can fix what hurts)
Drive all night (There is no turning back)
Drive all night (We can make this work)

(Chorus)
I could drive all night 
With the love of my life on the passengers side
We could say goodbye 
And promise not to look back despite the pain on my
insides
If we leave tonight
We can run from the past and settle down in a new life
If you try to believe in me, we could be living so happily
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